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SUB renovation
leads to Cellar
closure in March
By Margi Dawson
As you probably have noticed, the
ceilings in the SUB have lost the
aesthetic beauty they once had.
Although ugly, the painted cement
ceilings are a positive sign.
During Winter Break, preliminary
work for the SUB Renovation was
completed The process involved
scraping the ceiling of the plaster and
asbestos material that was present
-this mixture was commonly used in
construction during the 1950's when
the SUB was built.
Because the contracters were able
to begin work on the building, there is
a better chance that the renovation
will be completed on schedule next
fall.
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David Watkins leaps for the tip-off as
he leads the fourth-ranked Loggers to
another victory—last night over Saint
Martin's.

If the bids are higher than the
original budget of $2.5 million, minor
changes in the plans will be made.
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Additional construction is starting
earlier than originally planned to
assure that certain portions of the
building are completed by this
September or October.
A portion of the second floor and
the majority of the basement will be
affected. The greatest loss is that the
Pizza Cellar will be closed for the rest
of the year.
During Spring Break, the workmen
will return. This time, for the remainder of the semester.
Closing its doors on March 21, with
plans for a reopening next fall, the
Cellar will probably resume business
within the first two weeks of the new
term.
Yowell said,"By starting the Cellar
area this spring, we can save money
as well as encourage more customers
to visit the Cellar [next year]. If we
were to close it in the fall instead,
people—especially new students-wouldn't be used to going there. We
would also have to pay the contracter
more, for overtime hours."

What about students who depend
on the Cellar for work-study?
"The options are still being worked
out," said Yowell. "Those people will
probably be given the opportunity to
get new positions, or work more hours
before the closure, or not work. Kim
Smith [director of Student Employment] is handling this."
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Sue Yowell, Assistant Dean of
Students, is putting the final touches
on the architects' plans. The plans
will be sent to several different contracting companies for bids on the
construction of the building.

She mentioned possibilities for providing some cellar food services after
March 21.
"We could possibly serve a smaller
range of food items, such as espresso
and croissants, on the main floor to
provide service after the Great Hall
and Snack .Bar close. Our choices are
still being discussed."

Mignon Cougnlin
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From adventure to flames, America's attempt to reach outward is shattered
and tragically, heroes are created.
Space Shuttle Challenger
January 28, 1986

Theology and ethics
featured at Comm U.
By Heather Wyse and Jeff Miller
Offering opportunities of inspiration, education and interaction with
those from a variety of religious affiliations, CommUniversity '86 is
back for its fourth year.
UPS will host this event in
February, along with Pacific Lutheran
University and the Associated
Ministries of Tacoma/Pierce County.
CommUniversity draws people
from an assortment of religious
backgrounds to discuss and instruct
nineteen different courses. UPS professors participating include David
Balaam, Florence Sandler, Richard
Rosenthal, John Magee and Tim
Hansen.
A keynote address will be given by
Dr. Dana Wilbanks, a professor of
Christian Ethics at the Iliff School of
Theology in Denver, Colorado
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Theology and Ethics are Wilbanks'
main academic and professional interests. Both have led him to areas of
law, ethics, medical ethics, bible
study, contemporary ethics, civil
religion, liberation movements and
third world concerns.
Wilbanks has presented numerous
guest lectures and has authored many
articles, most recently "Peace Making
and Resistance; A Theological and
Ethical Interpretation of Sanctuary."
His opening lecture February 2 at 3:00
in Kilworth Chapel is entitled "The
Christian Life of Adventure."
Nineteen instructors, including professors from UPS and PLU as well as
local religious leaders, will lecture on
topics ranging from divorce, world
hunger, Christian Feminism, peace
making in a nuclear age and Christian
perspective of Shakespeare.
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Senate debates 'offensive' groups
By Tom Koontz
The Senate spent most of
Tuesday's marathon meeting discussing the "finer points" of a recognition
of clubs document. This document
sets guidelines for ASUPS club
recognition and registration
Heated debate centered on the
issue of offensive group activities.
A document clause stated: "ASUPS
and the University will not recognize
any campus organization
which...engages in activities which
are offensive to other groups or
cultures "
The restriction was designed to prevent the formation of such groups as
the Ku Klux Klan and neo-Nazis, yet
Senator Steve Bovington expressed
concern.
"This clause leaves it too broad,
and open for abuse," said Bovington.
I-or example, what about the Gay
support Group on campus? Many
people see homosexuality as immoral
and therefore highly offensive. Under
the clause, this group could easily be
eliminated by pressure from the community.'
Bovington also argued for the right
of clubs to exist even if they are
disliked by others

Senator Rick Lund also discounted
the need for the restriction, but for a
different reason.
"If an 'offensive' group comes to
campus," he said, "they will undoubtably be involved in an activity that is
prohibited above (in the document),
like racial discrimination of members.
So the clause should not be needed."
Senator Dexter Van Zile countered,
"What if the KKK moves in and says it
will allow blacks to join? None will, of
course, yet the group could continue
to exist "
The clause was eventually replaced
by the following restriction: "ASUPS
and the University will not recognize
any campus organization
which...engages in sexually, racially,
or religiously discriminatory
practices."
Several proposals and a half-dozen
amendments later, the document was
finally accepted by a 9-1 vote.
Of the 15 Senate members, only 12
attended Tuesday's meeting. When
ASUPS Vice President Margi Dawson
and Senator Paul Lower left midway
through the session (for other commitments), just ten members remained — exactly the two-thirds quorum required to conduct business
In the Senate open forum segment,
concern was expressed about Student

Programs. This concern resulted from
a conflict between last Saturday's
ASUPS-sponsored dance and an SAE
fraternity party.
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The dance had been in planning
since December, while the SAE party
was more recently scheduled.
"The dance was a disaster, because
everyone was over at the SAE house,"
said Lisa Chambers, Dance Committee chairperson
Senator Jeff Myers, an SAE
member, responded, "When we
scheduled the party, we didn't know
the dance was on Saturday. We even
tried to announce it at the party."
It was suggested that a master
calendar be implemented to avoid
future problems, but some saw the
problem as deeper.
"It's our job as senators to oversee
how the $100 (per student) activity
fee is spent," said Van Zile "We're
not doing our job."
He continued, "We're all part of
the university, so greeks shouldn't be
able to throw an all-campus party any
time they please."
"People chose the SAE function
rather than the dance because of the
alcohol," said Vicki Sands, a Dance
Committee member "You can't compete with free beer. It s not fair competition."

Turning to the executive report,
ASUPS President Mike Brown reminded the Senate they had passed a
resolution to use affirmative action in
the appointment to former Senator
Mark Holden's position. Holden is
spending the semester in London.
"Females and independents are
overwhelmingly underrepresented on
the Senate," said Brown, indicating
the appointee may be a female independent.
ASUPS Vice President Margi
Dawson also announced the Senate
election for the Fall '86 term, which
will be held on February 27. Signups
will be February 10 - 14.
Near the meeting's two-hour mark.
Assistant Dean of Students Sue
Yowell pressed for presentation of
SUB renovation information.
Using the small number of senators
to his advantage, a displeased Van
Zile abruptly left the meeting room. A
recess was called as Lund pursued
Van Zile. The two returned shortly,
thus restoring the quorum to continue.
Van Zile explained himself. "A lot
of times an advisor should just advise
Otherwise, the Senate will become
merely a ratifying body instead of a
legislative one."
Despite the small number of
senators, and the lack of meeting
time to fully debate the renovation
plans, Yowell received a majority
vote of confidence from the Senate
Included in the plans is - the closing ,
of the Cellar after Spring Break, for
the remainder of the term
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YOU OUGHT TO MAKE THE PICTURES
The largest national student filmmaking and screenwriting competition in
the United States, the Annual Nissan FOCUS Awards, marks its tenth anniversary this year FOCUS gives hundreds of aspiring young filmmakers
and screenwriters the chance to have their films and scripts seen and critiqued by some of Hollywood's leading producers, directors, actors and
agents, as well as provides the opportunity to win over $60,000. Competition deadline is May 2, 1986 For more information write: FOCUS, 1140
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.
PUT YOUR HEART INTO HEARST

The university is offering nine $100 prizes for student writing. Papers
from Spring, Summer. and Fall 1985 terms are eligible for this year's prizes.
For details contact Professors Juli Evans (Social Sciences prizes), Alan
Thorndike (Science and Math prizes), David Tinsley (Humanities prizes), and
Suzanne Barnett (Honors and/or Senior Theses prize). Shorter essays are as
likely to win as longer ones
FUTURE ENGINEERS ALERT!
For those interested in engineering of all types, the 3rd Annual Engineering Lecture Series at UPS is "high priority" On February 11 at 4 pm a professional engineer from a local company will visit and discuss his/her education, professional experiences and present employment Lectures will be
held in Thompson Hall, Room 142
APPLY FOR THERAPY
Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy applications are still
available for the Fall, 1986 programs. Applications may be picked up in
Jones Hall, Room 112. The deadline for applying to the programs is
February 15, 1986.
TV TAKES OVER ThADITION
Harmon Zeigler, the Philip M. Phibbs Disti ,:ished Professor in
American Politics at UPS, will present Lis analysis of American Politics in
the Media Age on February 11, at 8 pm. Claiming that television presents a
distorted vision of politics by focusing upon charismatic personalities,

dramatic or violent events and scandal, Zeigler will share his views in a free
public address in Kilworth Chapel.
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WORLD
WATCH

Compiled by Heather Wyse
A report on Ethiopian resettlement has divided the Ethiopian Government and a private relief organization. A Paris-based organization known as
Doctors Without Borders said more Ethiopians are dying as a result of a
resettlement program than as a result of famine. Ethiopian officials denied.
the charge which appears in a report titled "Mass Deportations in Ethiopia,"
a study of the Marxist Government's efforts to resettle 1.5 million famine
victims.

A crowd greeted Corazon C. Aquino with adulation as she campaigned for
the presidency of the Philippines. 50,000 or more choked Marrila's main intersection in the city's business center where the candidate addressed them
Aquino now seems to have a coherent position to offer on such issues as the
growing communist insurgency, and economic reform.
Personal income rose a strong 1.4 percent in December, the biggest rise in
nearly two years. Consumer spending jumped an even stronger 2 percent,
the largest increase in more than 10 years The reports confirm earlier
evidence that economic growth was beginning to accelerate as 1985 ended

The Reagan Administration wiii prupose unprecedented deterrais in current spending for housing and urban programs as part of its budget for fiscal
1987, and already hasIbeguni. holding back millions of dollars appropriated
for the programs. Many of the programs were already cut by Congress last
fall.
Blacks supported Reagan more than they did four years ago, but they are
far more critical than whites, according to the New York Times/CBS News
Poll.

President Reagan faces a tough battle to resume military aid to Nicaragua
rebels, according to a survey of key swing votes. In the Democraticcontrolled House, only a few swing Congressmen said they were leaning
toward voting with Reagan on military aid. That could be enough, considering the six-vote majority Reagan gained for non-lethal aid last year.
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Com m U.
Continued from page 1
Jim Davis, UPS chaplain, is part of
the committee in charge and is a coorganizer of CommUniversity.
Through his participation during the
last four years, Davis has seen enroll-

ment varying from 200-400 people in
the program.
" CommUniversity is a great way tO
bring the community and the universities together," said Davis. "It's different from a classroom experience or
church exposure."

Who made the grade?
47 UPS students have been
recognized by Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges.
Students were selected by a campus nominating committee comprised of faculty, students, and administration who evaluated nomination made by the students peers and
teachers. The decision was based on
the nominees above average
academic standing, community serFletcher Alford
Laurie Alvarado
Mike Amend
Greg Barge
Tim Beals
David Billings
Charlyn Brown
Michael Brown
James Cairns, Ill
Michael Carr
Eric 0. Clarke
Angela Dahl
Margaret Dawson
Cathy Ernst
Todd Finley
Teri Fishfader

vice, leadership ability, and potential
for continued success.
Over 100 students were nominated
for the 47 positions, and the committee admitted that the decision was
not an easy one.
Certificates, documenting this
award, will be presented to the
students during the Spring Honors
Convocation in April.
Here is the list of Who's Who recipients for the 1985-86 academic year:

Kevin Flannigan
Krista Goldstine
Jill Hanson
Joel Hefty
David Hombach, Jr.
Andrew Johnson
Margaret Juran
Kathy Kaminoff
Timothy Kehrli
Robin Ladley
Matthew Leibsohn
Stephanie Marshall
Freda Monroe
Phillip Morin
Julie Peterson
Linda Pope

David Pritchard
Philip Reid
Sarah Rudolph
Sid Rundle
Susan Schindele
Dawn Schriver
Cathryn Shipley
Toni Schwartz
Matthew Smith
Stan Sorenson
Marlit Stevens
Annette Stowe
Heather Sullivan
Chris Walsh
Kathy Weaver

Davis states that no preparation or
books are needed for the four Sunday
classes, but individual professors may
suggest optional readings.
CommUniversity will continue
from 3:00 to 5:30. Following the opening lecture by Wilbanks, classes will
commence in Thompson Hall. Cost
for the class and lecture is $10 per
student, $20 per nonstudent. For
registration and more information,
call x3633 or stop by SUB 201
Dr. Dana Wilbanks

Simple meal returns
By Amy Stephenson
It's back, and better than ever.
Once again, meal card holders can
forfeit their Thursday lunches and eat
a simple diet of beans and rice to help
feed the needy. Those without meal
plans can donate fifty cents a week,
or just join the group in the upstairs
SUB to talk and share the meal.
As was the case last semester, the
proceeds go to OxFam America and
the Pierce County Emergency Food
Network. OxFam helps the hungry
learn skills so that they may earn
enough to feed themselves. "It's
working in the United States," said
Donnie Trevathan,"not just in the
Third World."
Signups for Simple Meal will be
held in the Great Hall next Wednesday and Thursday, February 5 and 6,
during lunch and dinner. The first

Simple Meal will begin at 11:30 am
Thursday, February 13.
On that day a new feature of the
project will begin. Socially conscious
groups on campus, such as Latin
American Awareness Group, Spurs,
Circle K, Amnesty International,. and
Model UN will cooperate with Simple
Meal. Each week a different group
will use the mealtime as a social
forum, leading discussions or
generating interest in a particular
issue. In the past, socially conscious
groups had tried to organize an interorganizational group. Now they hope
that the association with Simple Meal
will provide a forum for the discussion of issues.
Of course the diet will be, as
always, beans and rice prepared by
the Food Service staff. Dick Fritz, the
director of Food Service, has "worked
wonderfully with the Simple Meal
committee," according to Trevathan.

Welcome Back Students

752-9653
$2.00 OFF

Free

En lov

Remember, Domino's Accepts
All Competitor's Coupons!

Coca-Cola
Om caw pedal pw plus

Any
16"

Pizza

DOMINO'S
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Participethig stores only
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Cocaine
The delivery of power 8e control at a cost
By Peg LeVine-Welsh

the eve of a hot date? Cocaine temporarily alleviates the psychological

Though cocaine use is not new,
perhaps the goal in using it has
shifted.
Nationally, it has been assessed
that from 1970-1982 there was a 500
percent increase in people seeking
treatment for cocaine use. Admissions to federally funded treatment
clinics for cocaine abuse tripled from
1977-1980 while cocaine related
deaths increased 182 percent in one
year (1979-1980), and continue to increase, according to the Center for
Disease Control.

pressures from academic, family, or
social arenas.
So, where is the danger? In part,
the danger lies in the "temporary" entrance into this "powerful place." As
with any drug, the danger is not that
the drug is used, but in how it is used.
A glass of drug at dinner (wine or
beer perhaps) is fairly common practice within our culture. The danger
comes when frequency and quantity
are increased, and when motivation
stems from altering consciousness or
numbing external or internal
pressures.

It makes logical sense that cocaine could strategically be
sought by students. Cocaine delivers feelings of power and
control. What student wouldn't want to feel this way come exam time or the eve of a hot date.
So what about the use of cocaine
within academic environments?
Statistics are difficult to obtain.
Other than alcohol use, university
and state policy does not sanction or
create policies for drug use. Thus,
drugs go underground and students
who are savvy about consequences
from parental sources (i.e. university
administration) conceal their use.
It makes logical sense that cocaine
could strategically be sought by
students. Cocaine delivers feelings of
power and control. Users say they
feel confident, creative, fulfilled,
secure, intelligent, and find an increase in mental and physical
stamina. What student wouldn't want
to feel this way come exam time or

Many people are aware of the con
sequences regular use of alcohol has
upon an individual and their families,
but what implications might regular
use of cocaine have on the individual
and their social network?
Regular use of cocaine will increase irregular sleep patterns as well
as diminish appetite. Many with the
pressure to appear slight and svelte
might find that appetizing — but at
what cost? Though initial use makes
one feel powerful, increased use
leads to irritability and depression
between cocaine highs.
The cocaine high gives one a feeling of confidence, but the lack of confidence or performance anxiety
returns once the effects diminish.

Feb : Black History Month

Maya Angelou to speak
By Paul Bishop
Defying the societal norms, with
only a high school education, Maya
Angelou has proved successful as a
singer, educator, dancer, author,
historian, lecturer, actress, producer,
editor, songwriter, and playwright.
UP S will host this multi-talented
individual at 8 p.m., Thursday,
February 6 in the Fieldhouse.
Sponsored by the University's
Black Student Union and the Tacoma
News Tribune, her lecture will coincide with Black History Month.
"When I've seen her speak at colleges, she stresses the importance of
studying, of staying in school, and of
reading," said Teresa Brown of Lordly and Dame, Inc., Angelou'!
publicists.
"An issue of great importance to
Maya is education," said Brown. "She
talks a great deal about the impor-

Martin Luther King Jr., she became
the Northern Coordinator for the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference

Relationships tend to take on a
pseudo-quality and intimacy can
become clouded as it is masked by an
ethereal quality.
The tendency is to do more coke
rather than seek professional
assistance to develop skills to
decrease anxiety, increase self
esteem or develop clear communication skills that will enhance relationships.
Cocaine tolerance and side effects
vary among individuals. Some people
are frightened by the racing heart
rate, dry mouth, tingling extremities,
headaches, diarrhea, that accompany
the short-lived cocaine high(usually
10 minutes to a half hour depending
on quantity consumed and technique
used for ingestion: snorting, freebasing, or injecting). The "comedown" or
"crash" can bring pessimism and
depression. Some people drink a cordial (brandy is preferred) to decrease
the unpleasantness of the comedown

1

perities of cocaine were known to
South American Indians 1300 years
ago as they chewed coca leaves to
assist them to work longer, and resist
hunger and cold.
In the 1880's a soft drink syrup containing coca leaf was sold as a
medicinal drink and gradually
became a refreshment. It was called
Coca Cola. Around 1900, via medical
controversy, Coca Cola voluntarily
removed cocaine and replaced it with
caffeine. It hasn't been until the
1980's that coke has offered the
public a non-stimulant option: Coke
Free.
The movement within our society
that creates more options for people
is that which creates pressure.
However, it is the knowledge that we
are free to choose that creates optimism that a healthy choice will be
selected. Has cocaine become the
psycological drug of "choice" in the
1980's?
Cocaine is the easy, short-term way

The Cocaine Paradox: If one's motive for using cocaine is to
feel more powerful, creative, and positive about who one is —
it is cocaine that interferes with the development of these
qualities.

The danger comes from the cycle of
doing more cocaine to avoid the
crash.'
Decision making becomes a more
difficult task when one cycles into cocaine. One can either use it again to
feel good quickly — or one can seek a
way of feeling better that is not as immediate. The Cocaine Paradox: If
one's motive for using cocaine is to
feel more powerful, creative, and
positive about who one is — it is cocaine that interferes with the development of these qualities. These
qualities could become enduring,
without the use of cocaine.
Historically, the stimulant pro-

— and therein lies the cost. There are
other options available that create
opportunities for long term personal
growth and expansion: If cocaine use
is other than recreational, one would
benefit from counseling services for
relationship issues, eating issues, self
esteem, sexuality, depression, meaninglessness and time management.
You can opt for "Coke Free" — you
push the buttons.
The Counseling Center at UPS offers information about cocaine and
other issues, as will as consulting and
counseling sevices to those concerned about coping with stresses of all
sorts.

•

A woman of many talents, Angelou
has written four bestselling
autobiographies, including "I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings," which
aired as a two-hour television special
for CBS in 1979. Angelou's articles
have appeared in such publications
as "The New York Times,"
"Redbook," and "Cosmopolitan."
Angelou's ninth book is coming out
in the first week of April. This new
book is titled "All God's Children
Need Traveling Shoes," and is her
fifth autobiography.
In 1976 she won the "Woman of the
Year in Communication" award from
"Ladies Home Journal," and was
among the magazine's "Top 100 Most
Influential Women."

tance of reading, particularly black Angelou has made more than 150
writers."
television appearances on network
Brown said that Angelou addresses
and local talk shows, and was the subblack issues as well as women's
ject of an hour interview by Bill
issues, yet she has the ability to adMoyers on PBS.
dress numerous topics.'
In 1983 she wrote the stage play
Despite only a high school educa"On a Southern Journey," and was
tion, Angelou has received many
writer and producer for "Sisters,
honorary doctorates, as well as the
Sisters" for 20th Century Fox, her inChubb Fellowship from Yale. In 1981
itial full-length film effort.
she was appointed the first Reynolds
Professor of American Studies at Tickets may be purchased at the
Wake Forest University.
University's Infocenter and at all
In the sixties, at the request of Dr.
Ticketmaster outlets.
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3,255 miles

Logger takes a hike
By Danny McCrea
From the radioactive rubble of
Hiroshima and Nagasake emerged
two revitalized cities. From this rubble also emerged the antinuclear
movement, an enduring and significant global concern. The
movement's most recent drive was
the nuclear-freeze campaign. The
Freeze caught on quickly, drawing
large-scale support of its goal of a
bilateral freeze between the United
States and the Soviet Union. The
campaign, however, seemed to fade
from the headlines as quickly as it
grabbed them.
The nation's peace movement is
now beginning its most ambitious
drive, a 255-day 3,255 mile march by
3,500 to 5,000 people. The mini-city
will trek from Los Angeles to
Washington, D.C. starting March 1.
According to this week's U.S. News
and World Report, PROPeace, the
organization behind the march, is applying Madison Avenue techniques of
television and other media channels
to promote the drive and to recruit
committed marchers. If it comes off
as planned, the project will be the
largest demonstration in American
history
.

Two students will be representing
UPS on the hike, Jeanine Brannigan
and Irene Shonle Brannigan is a
Computer Science and Math major
who would be graduating this year
but "is postponing it to go on the
march." She is also the area coordinator for the march in the SeattleTacoma area.
Shonle, a sophomore Honors student, will be leaving her physical
therapy studies until next year. She is
currently preparing for the trek in her
hometown of Boulder, Colorado,
walking eight to twelve miles a day
and working to raise $3,000 that PROPeace asks of its marchers to help
finance the expedition. Shonle is doing this by seeking sponsors and working.
Shonle asserted that the decision to
leave school was difficult "because I
was in the middle of P.T. school and
hoping to graduate with my class."
Although the march will put her a
year behind her original plans, she
said that the experience, as well as
the march's purpose of global disarmament, would outweigh any setback
in her plans. Shonle decided to go on
the march with the urging of her close
friend Laurie Timkin in Boulder, who
called her in November.
On February 10, the House of

Representatives in Olympia will be
honoring the 30-35 Washington
residents going on the march. On
Feb. 15, there will be a procession
through Wright Park before the
Seattle-Tacoma marchers depart for
L.A.
In order to represent the nation as a
whole, PROPeace is arranging for
students to receive academic credit
through universities in the Great
Peace March's College on Foot
Educational Programs. The academic
fields cover subjects from urban planning to English to medicine. The
topics will center around the issue of
nuclear war, logistics of the march,
and the political and social sciences.
The march will cover an average 15
miles a day, with a convoy of 50 supply trucks. Marchers will have to pass
physical examinations and go through
two weeks training before the hike.
This "moving city" is intended to
meet all the marcher's physical
needs, providing everything from
toilets to a moving hospital to its own
portable radio station.
The march's goal is to eliminate
nuclear weapons. PROPeace asserts
that by the commitment of the marchers along with support from
millions who will be watching the
march, they will give world leaders
"no choice but to make disarmament
a reality."
The project is the brainchild of
David Mixner, 38. Mixner got into

Now thru Nov. 15
"Cellophanes"
NOW: $15.00
with perm
$10.00

$45.00 Perms
NOW: $40.00
$35.00 Perms
Now $30.00
including cut
and style.

organizing with the civil rights movement in the 1960s. He has worked on
50 political campaigns, including cochairing Senator Gary Hart's
presidential run in 1984.
According to a Los Angeles Times
report, the backbone of Mixner's staff
consists of young professionals who
have interrupted careers in government, law, and other fields for one
year. Mixner himself is donating his
multimillion-dollar consulting firm,
Mixner-Scott, to PROPeace's
employees.
When asked last April at a press
conference about his confidence in
the colossal event, Mixner replied, "I
can only say I have never, in ail my
years of organizing, seen any project
easier to organize as this one. We
Cannot keep waiting for a knight in
shining armor to save us. We've got
to do it ourselves."
If the march does not immediately
succeed, PROPeace has further plans.
In the spring of 1987, "Phase Two:
The Civil Disobedience Effort" will be
launched. However, Mixner stresses
that PROPeace will not make the
mistakes of peace movements and
other activism during the 1960s, asserting that the civil disobedience would
not be hostile.
According to the L.A. Times, Phase
Three is to be a march to Berlin by
25,000 West and East Germans. The
Berlin march is already being organized.

PART-TI1VIE
JOB_
ADVAl\TTIkGrES.

Right now, the Air National Guard is looking for men and women to till a
number of positions in our enlisted and officer ranks. If you qualify for the Air
Guard. you'll be eligible for up to S27.000 in entitlements and incentives to help
pay for college. After your initial training. the Guard takes just two days a month
and 15 days a year of your time. You'll get valuable technical training you may use
in your civilian career, as well as a regular paycheck and many other benefits. To
find out more about our part-time jobs that can get you ahead full-time, call your
Air National Guard recruiter. 1-800-358-8588.

*Nails By Kim*
New: "Ladyfingers" light system, one jell, no rutting the nail first, thinner tips, beautiful natural
looking nails. Nail Piercing; Gold Nails; Nail Art;
Manicures; French Mani.
3822 N. 26th
(Proctor)
NOW: ACCEPTING
759-0943
Visa/Master Card

AIR
NATIONAL
GUARD
We Guard America's Skies
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Dance company
By Wendy Culverwell
Bill T. Jones may have broken a leg
(or sprained one anyway), but that
didn't keep the Bill T. Jones/Arnie
Zane Dance Company show from going on. The eight member troupe
turned in an excitingly different sort
of performance on Monday night in
the Inside Theatre.
The troupe performed four dances

--Fever Swamp, Continuous
Replay, Shared Distance, and Freedom
of Information, Part Ill to the sold-

out house, each different from the
rest, all equal in their degree of
originality.
Originality is what brought the
troupe to UPS to begin with. They
were recipients of a 1985 Advancement Grant from the National Endowment for the Arts and are currently
touring the West Coast courtesy of
the Washington State Arts
Commission and the Western States
Brian Meyers Arts Foundation.

The first dance, Fever Swamp, was
reminiscent of a Charlie Chaplin
movie. The actors seem to be parodying real life, moving gracefully from
absurd position to absurd position.
The piece started slowly, actors posing and then slowly moving around
the stage. By the end, the dancing
had followed the music into a sort of
insane frenzy-one dancer doing gymnastics on the left while another does
ballet on the right, with no one in the
audience able to follow all six
dancers at the same time.
In contrast to Fever Swamp, Continuous Replay was a solo by
choreographer Arnie Zane and was a
more quiet, stylish piece performed
by Zane himself. During a long opening, Zane developed a relationship
with the audience-walking an imaginary straight line across the stage,
gesturing like a conductor, taking his
cues from the crowd. Eventually,
though, the excitement builds up and
the real dancing, again a combination
of various dance forms, begins.

Guess what's coming to campus?
One question encompasses all of
the activities in this week's Campus
Film. Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
involves one of the central conflicts
in our society: the "pigmentation problem." The interracial marriage question is faced as the central characters
confront the prejudices of the other
set of parents.
Katherine Hepburn plays the
mother of Joanna and the hostess of
the dinner party. Her presence on
screen as an art gallery owner who
squelches the town gossip by firing
her manager is strong. She won an
Oscar for her consistantly good acting.
Sydney Poitier stars as the hopeful

bridegroom and reaches beyond the
stereotypes, falling in love to the consternation of his parents. As the first
black man to win an Oscar, Poitier
completes a sterling performance.
Confrontations are fired by the
presence of Spencer Tracy as a supposedly liberal newspaper editor. In
his last film, he is threatened by the
wishes of his daughter and struggles
in dealing with them.
In a space of a single day, each of
the characters is emotionally torn and
tipped off of their secure views of
society. As the movie continues in its
surprising directions, Tillie the
housekeeper remarks,"It's getting
more like a holy-rollers meeting every
minute."
This movie is the first in the juxtaposition film series put on by the

Honors Program. The meeting of different cultures and societies is outlined in each of the films to be shown
every Thursday at 7pm starting with
February 6.
These films are free to the campus
in McIntyre 006:
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APO hangs onto baby & bathwater
By Amy Stephenson
How do you sum up "Baby With
the Bathwater"? It is a play about
children. No, not quite...it is a play
about insane people. No..about child
neglect? Ineptitude? Parenting? Insanity? Life?
Last weekend's Alpha Psi Omega
production of "Baby With the
Bathwater," a dark comedy by
Christopher Durang (author of The
Actor's Nightmare and Sister Mary Ignatius Explains it All For You), began
with a simple set: sofabed, table, and
a bassinet. Helen and John (Kimberly
Wright and Don Davis) have a new
baby and know absolutely nothing
about being parents. Cooing cheerfully at him is easy enough, but once
he starts crying, they are at a loss.
"I want a divorce," screams Helen.
"A divorce? You've read the
statistics on children from broken
homes," protests John. And that is
their concern: the current rules, what

is "in" in parenting, what all the latest
magazines say. Not what is best for
Baby.

Baby still cries, but in comes Nanny
(Katherine Noon), who hushes the
child by frightening him almost to
death.
"I get a list of all the new parents
from the hospital, and then I just descend upon them," she explains happily. And descend she does, like a
Mack truck bearing down upon a
stunned deer. By the end of the act,
she seduces the spineless John and
thoroughly terrifies Baby.
As if these three are not enough, in
wanders Cynthia (Pamela Absten), a
poor young woman who has just lost
her own baby to a hungry German
Shepherd. She kidnaps Baby, exiting
with a moving speech about how
neither Helen nor John is a fit parent
and at least the baby has a chance
with her. She falls in front of a bus
before she can get far. Fortunately,
Baby falls between the wheels and is
not hurt-physically, anyway',
So Helen and John bring tiaby back
and throw Nanny out, having decided
she is insane. (One down, two to go?)
And still they are impossible. Baby,

now Daisy (Glenn Getz), grows up
depressed and lethargic with a

strange attraction to buses. He is called Daisy and put in dresses - after all,
isn't it a little early to be assigning sex
roles?

"Isn't it about time you let go of all
this? Agreed, your parents were impossible. Isn't it time you went on
with your life?"
And so Daisy, now, after hundreds
of names, Alexander Nevsky, marries
and has a baby of his own. We begin
to see that parents turn dramatically
away from the mistakes they feel
their own parents made.
Outstanding performances were
turned in by all. Kimberly Wright was
believably neurotic. Don Davis is a
good, spineless, alcoholic, inept
parent. Pamela Absten and Katharine
Noon, who each played several roles
throughout, complemented each
other well-Noon as a frightening,
severe personality (absolutely terrifying as Nanny) and Absten as her empathetic, almost fully sane, counterpart. Glenn Getz, as the maladjusted,

We begin to see the roles parents
and society play in a child's growth
Can poor parenting be ,ounteracted?
Can anyone help, or will those who
try keep running into walls of lunacy
and poor communication? As a
psychiatrist asks a 27 - year old Daisy,

resentful, depressed Daisy, was
superb.
Francisco Menendez's direction
was excellent, combining the
marvelous humor of the script with
the tragedy of Daisy's life.
"Baby With the Bathwater" was yet

another Alpha Psi Omega triumph.
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T. Jones/
ie Zane &
Co.

Of the four dances, perhaps the
most notable was the third, Shared
Distance, performed by Karen
Pearlman and Heywood McGriff Jr.
Without the benefit of music to
distract the audience, the two simply
dance and dance to some internal
beat. Modern dance is entwined with
the more traditional ballet, and
sometimes even gymnastics.
What the piece occasionally lacked in execution at times, it more than
made up for in excitement. Shared
Distance is a dance interpretation of a
personal relationship. McGriff and
Pearlman dance, they embrace, and
then they literally repel each other
across the stage. Shared Distance was
choreographed by Bill Jones and is a
wonderful example of art imitating
life.
For the conclusion, almost
everyone involved with the company
participated in the Freedom of Information, Part III number. Like Fever
Swamp, the dance floor became a
flurry of activity, with dancers
everywhere slinging each other
around and then running off stage,
only to reappear seconds later from
the other side.
The Jones and Zane company has a
repertoire to be proud of. They give a
performance worth the ticket price
and don't leave the layman in the
dark, wandering away from the
theatre not really sure what he has
just seen. Jones and Zane use a wide
variety of dance styles to reflect
everyday life. The company, accor-

<

"Space, the final frontier, these are
the voyages"...of the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Captain Kirk

was on the right track,.but in this
case, space is inner, not outer.
With the Smithsonian Institute Exhibition "Exploring Microspace" now
on display in Kittredge Gallery, yoii

ding to press literature, has been very
accurately called "ingenious," and "a
phenomenon of the 80's."
For those of you wondering about
the fire engines before the show, a fog
machine that was going to be used
during Zane's solo set off the smoke
alarm during rehearsal. Hence—firel
trucks but no fog!
Many thanks to Cultural Events for
providing us with the opportunity to
see them perform.

Brian Meyers

Duffy and
Dogs sing
to no one

MINSWASIONON

X

don't even need your own SEM to do
some far out exploring.
As of Sunday's opening reception,
you can infiltrate the world of the infinitesimally small just by strolling
over to the corner of 15th and
Lawrence and wandering into the
gallery.
Get face to face with the common
tick, or the scarecrow-like mosquito.

Say "Hello" to an ant, or meet the
dust mite responsible for your hay
fever miseries.
For the more artistically inclined,
much of the show concentrates on
patterns, forms, and structures found
consistently in nature—a river valley
on a grain of sand, skyscraper-crystals
in the mineral tiptopite, forests of coral skeletons, or a globe made out of a
sponge spicule accidentally imposed
through a radiolarian. The list goes
on.
The SEM is used for more than just
looking at interesting things, though
By looking at the microscopic components of the visual world, scientists
are able to fit together many properties of the larger world. The patterns,
forms, and structures found under the
SEM are often the same we find and
use in our own ventures, such as
buildings, dams, and art.
Like the shows that have preceded
it, the "Exploring Microspace" exhibit
has something for everyone—from
pure science to pure aesthetics.
As would be expected from a show
coming from the Smithsonian, "Exploring Microspace" is not only an excellent collection of photographs, but
excellently arranged as well. Each
section is documented with a brief explanation and information such as
magnification and location. For example, several of the subjects were
actually carbonized by the volcano
that destroyed Pompei.
The exhibition was prepared by the
National Museum of Natural History
and the Armed Forces Medical
Museum.
Just remember, if you don't go to
Kittredge, you might be awfully surprised by some of the creatures you
run into in the bookstore! Several of
the photographs have been reproduced on T-shirts and posters for your

The people who came to the return
of Duffy Bishop and the Rhythm Dogs
show Saturday received a high
energy, yet intimate performance.
Although the promotion flyer posted
around campus last week said the
band was "back by popular demand,"
the demand did not show. The crowd
was sparce, to say the least, which only increased the intimacy.
Duffy and her Rhythm Dogs are
regulars at well-known nightspots in
Seattle—The Owl, Dock Maynard's,
the Eclectic Rainbow, and the Scarlet
Tree.
Crowd or no crowd, the band's
intensity—most notably Duffy-surprised its audience. Duffy's
remarkable voice scaled all octaves,
albeit not always smoothly. She sings
a solid rhythm and blues bass. Occasionally seeming to be overtaken by
her own intensity, she jumped to a
near scream, overwhelming her small
audience.
Coupled with the jazz schooling of
the band (John Lee on saxophone and
keyboard, Chris Carlson on guitar,
Keith Lowe on bass, and Oscar
DeZota on drums) Duffy radiated a
vitality reminiscent of Janis Joplin.
According to Duffy, the band's
lyrics are influenced by such artists as
David Bowie, Mick Jagger, Aretha
Franklin, and James Brown. Along
with their originals, the band played
such numbers as Martha Reeves and
the Vandellas' "Dancing in the
Streets," Marvin Gaye's "Heard it
Through the Grapevine," and Ray
Charles' "Drowned In My Own
Tears."
As with the band's homecoming
performance, a group of anonymous
students from Anderson-Langdon invited the group for refreshments after

See what "Bee's knees" really are.

buying pleasure.

the show.

Smithsonian infests
Kittredge Gallery
By Wendy Culvenvell

Left: Arnie Zane performs Continuous
Replay.
Middle: Entire troupe in Freedom of
Information, Part Ill.
Right: Karen Pearlman and Heywood
McGriff jr. in Shared Distance.

By Danny McCrea

OPINION
Lawsuits pose
problems for UPS
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By Michael Amend
We have all listened incredulously to news reports of people collecting
millions of dollars from liability lawsuits.
U.S. News and World Report recently reported one of the more
outrageous cases: "A man attempted suicide by jumping in front of a New
York subway train. He sued the Transit Authority because the train stopped
in time to save his life but not ouite soon enough to avoid some physical
damage to him. He collected more than $600,000."
There is an epidemic sweeping across America that can only be termed as
"drain-'em-until-they're-dry-itis."
Colleges and universities are not immune from this disease that is caused
by ambulance-chasing lawyers (of the Melvin Belli ilk), a failing court
system, and individuals not taking responsibility for their own actions.
Across my desk this week came a news report of colleges and universities
being sued for millions of dollars in liability lawsuits.
The University of Denver, a school which already has financial difficulties, had to pay $5 million to a student who permanently hurt himself
by jumping on a mini-trampoline inside a small fraternity house room.
I don't know who is the bigger twit-the student who put his head through
the ceiling or the court who awarded him the judgment.
Also, courts have recently held schools liable for rapes occurring on their
campuses and accidents suffered by drunken football fans.
These absurd rulings and others have forced colleges and universities to
crack down on student freedoms. Many schools have returned or are returning to the in loco parentis mentality of the pre-1960's.
Schools across the country have imposed strict rules covering dorm
visiting hours, on-campus entertainment, political group activities, and even
student dress and parking privileges.
Administrators are primarily concerned with losing liability insurance.
"Insurance companies can influence rules [on campus] by threatening to
withdraw or increase premiums," said Dorothy Stevens of Risk Consultants,
a Denver insurance firm.
Insurance companies have refused to renew liability insurance policies
for the 28 greek houses at Northwestern University.
This decision by insurance companies may tell the end of greek life at
Northwestern. One judgment against the uninsured NU could bankrupt the
school.
Stricter rules aim at minimizing a school's liability, but the American
Council on Education has recently warned that, "Unrealistic rules which are
incapable of practical enforcement actually invite greater liability by defining a set of 'duties' that schools do not or cannot satisfy."
Granted, my knowledge of law does not go much beyond Perry Mason
(and Perry would never be involved in such a lawsuit), but stricter rules,
when violated, can only make a school more liable.
And stricter rules do not necessarily mean greater compliance.
One study I saw last semester reported that universities with stricter
alcohol policies had more alcohol-related problems than those with more
lax rules (UPS is one of the latter).
Our own board of trustees will be considering the issue of liability insurance during their upcoming February meeting. The subject was much
discussed at their October meeting.
KUPS, the greek system, political rallies, dances, intra-mural sports, and
other aspects of UPS we now take for granted are all potentially on the
trustees' chopping block.
The trustees were near paranoia, and justifiably so, over liability insurance in October, and the insurance market has ony gotten worse since
then.
Senate passed a document detailing guidelines for recognizing and
registering organizations on campus which consistently dealt with liability
questions. Liability must have been mentioned 15 times. I am afraid this is
only the start of a trend.
If UPS cannot get liability insurance or it becomes prohibitively expensive, many programs we now enjoy and benefit from will be eliminated.
There is hope the climate is changing. Chief Justice Warren Burger has
asked judges to be more discriminatory in cases they hear. Congress and
the Justice Department are looking into laws that will make it more difficult
to bring liability lawsuits.
UPS students should pay close attention to the upcoming board of
trustees meeting to ensure that the freedoms the college students of the Sixties won and we now enjoy are not lost to insurance companies.
Also, students should write their congressmen and the President demanding reform in the American justice system.
ASUPS could finally do something significant by coordinating and
representing the voice of the student body on this issue (and who knows,
maybe it will start a trend and ASUPS will start representing the students on
other issues).
I am afraid, however, that our potential problem of losing KUPS, greek
life, etc. is part of a larger problem facing the United States - lack of individual responsibility.
That issue is too large and has too many consequences to go into now,
but unless individuals take responsibility for their actions, losing a radio station or the right to have a dance (not that anyone will attend) will be the
least of our worries.
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Editorial Policy
The Trail we/comes expressions of all viewpoints from readers. Letters
should be kept as brief as possible and are subject to editing and condensation. They must be signed by the writer. Initials and pseudonyms will not be
used. Names will be withheld from print at the writer's request.
Letters to the editor do not represent the views or policies of the Trail or
the University of Puget Sound. Signed editorials represent only the opinion
of the author. Unsigned editorials represent the views of the editorial staff of
the Trail.
The Trail editorial staff desires to provide the campus community with
journalism in the most accurate and objective form. Consistent with this
desire we welcome any corrections of factual error sighted within our pages.
Please mail all correspondance to the Trail, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA
98416. Deadline for correspondance is Monday noon.
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Being city hall will
help solve problems
ASUPS is responsible for them and
that they are being neglected. Open
forums held in the past made this
clear. Unfortunately, open forums
are unable to exercise sustained
pressure on Senate because they are
quickly forgotten. One effective
method to apply sustained pressure is
to become part of the Senate itself
and work to allocate the resources of
leadership, visibility, communication,
and money to solve the problem.
This is one way to follow the adage:
"Don't fight City Hall-Be City Hall."
People may perceive this argument
as an exhortation for groups to
achieve their self-interest through
control of government. When one
looks at the political behavior of our
nation and sees lobbyists, PACs, and
other special interests fawning at our
leaders for a piece of the pie, it is
quite easy to become sickened with
the way self-interest is veiled in
pleasantries, generalities, and often
hidden in discussions of morality. At
UPS the situation is different.
The university community is filled
with individuals who are able to
recognize selfishness no matter how
well hidden. Many students have gotten a real "Education for a Lifetime"
in recognizing and opposing the hidden motives and agenda of administrators as they work to allocate
the university's resources in a manner
which suits their own organization
viewpoint.
Many of the problems which pertain specifically to one group here at
UPS directly affect all of us. If a
specific group works to solve the problems that it confronts through
ASUPS, they will have a good chance
of solving them because of their
understanding and enthusiasm. This
is especially true with the problem of
non-interaction between on- and offcampus students.
If individuals who feel strongly
about the problems of the university
work to solve them, we will all
benefit.

By Dexter Van Zile
One of the main functions of any
government is to allocate resources,
and the composition and structure of
any governing body will greatly influence the allocation process and
outcome. For this reason, the conflict
for control over government as a
resource allocator will become more
intense as the level of concensus
decreases.
ASUPS is suffering from a serious
problem because there is virtually no
conflict for control of the Senate.
Since one of the main responsibilities
of Senate is to disburse the $100 student governmentiee, one would think
that all segments of the UPS campus
would strive for some degree of
representation to have at least some
say over a budget of $280,000.
One segment of the UPS community that is vastly underrepresented is
students who live off-campus
For quite some time, the needs of
these students have been ignored.
The reason they have been overlooked is that they have not stood up to
be counted. One excuse to not get involved with student government is:
"It never gets anything done." Obviously, ASUPS has had its ups and
downs, but any perceptive observer
knows that ASUPS does not have to
be an impotent mechanism. The
resources available to ASUPS can be
used to meet the needs of the student
body but only if the student body
works to have its voice heard.
Off-campus students have many
needs. It is quite clear that they feel
isolated from the other parts of the
university, and they desire
mechanisms which create more interaction. Hopefully the renovation
of the Student Union building will
create one such mechanism, but
more action on the part of people
must also take place. The question is:
Which people?
Off-campus students feel that

A LANDMARK DECISION
The decision to pursue a-legal career at Gonzaga
University can impact a lifetime. Our School of Law
is ABA AALS accredited with both full-time and
part-time programs. Please write or call for our
catalog. ,
1-800-572-9656 Ext. 3734
Washington State Only

1 800 523 9712 Ext. 3734
-

-

-

Continental US outside
Washington

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Office of the Registrar P.O. Box 3528 Spokane, Washington 99220-3528

Gawne presents
new forum
By Gillian Gawne
In ASUPS, as in numerable
democratic institutions, the fundamental notion endorsing student
government is the phrase: "of the
people, by the people and for the
people." Amid the ranks of the
"Associated Students", there exists a
role or position designed to fulfill this
creed: the liaison.
The current Senate liaison system
has proved inadequate in fulfilling
our "democratic creed." Our constitution and By-Laws are broad and
comprehensive, but lack the attention to detail necessary to define the
role of liaison. Being a liaison requires responsibility, effort and an
understanding of the role that our
Constitution does not provide.
UPS is an institution where the
students make a difference. We have
many channels through which the
students can speak out-as a group
and as individuals. Voices that speak

out on both immediate and international concerns; voices
knowledgeable of the issues before
them: housing costs, tuition, alcohol
policy, etc.
With the intent of being heard by
faculty, administration or trustees, we
have raised our voices in a number of
ways. There are forums, rallies, petitions and protests. We hand out
surveys, questionnaires and polls.
Yes, we may succeed in making a
statement, but why do our actions
produce such seemingly small
response?
One explanation is that the size of
our student population makes it difficult to gather even a quorum of people. Another possibility is that we
have overlooked one of the most effective means of communication on
campus: the liaison channel.
The key to better representation
(i.e. liaisoning), is dependent upon a
See FORUM page 10

Shuttle tragedy
doesn't dim dreams
By Dana Grant
As a child I remember watching the
first moon landing. Mom made all of
my neighborhood friends come in
from the playhouse. Cindy cried
because she lost her position on the
swing. Even Joey, who broke my
wagon, viewed the historic moment in
my family room.
Dad didn't say much during the landing. Mom kept pointing, oohing and
telling how important this flight
would be in the future. Again and
again she said "you kids remember
what you're watching!"
Over the next decade and a half,
the explorations in space continued.
Gradually, public hurrah faded.
Space travel became a given. Joey
wound up as a car dealer and Dad
still said little. Mom discovered
something new for us to remember.
My fantasies of seeing other lands
were confined to the boundaries of
the Earth. Until a teacher from New
Hampshire was selected to travel on a
shuttle flight.
Not an astronaut.
Not some
superhero who had worked all of her
life to go. A citizen from Middle
America was going up.
The launch from Cape Canaveral
was about to begin With 10 minutes
till takeoff I dashed for a quick
shower.
Stepping out of the bathroom, I
heard Dan Rather spattering comments in a disjointed pattern. Glimpses of water and bursts of light were
flashing on the screen. My face woke
up and froze. Rather, grim and stiff,
was saying something about a
mechanical malfunction.
All I could do was watch.
My wet towel was in a heap at my
feet. A flight had gone astray and
people's lives lost. No one was saying
the crew was dead. But everyone
watching, around the world, knew
that no one could have survived that

explosion.
For a few moments I just thought.
The huge flame falling seaward could
not support life, only destroy it.
People had died trying to go to
space. To accomplish what good?
Another view from afar? A better
understanding of the universe? To illustrate U.S. genius to the world? Or
maybe it was simply to do something
they'd always dreamt of accomplishing.
The president spoke in a reassuring
manner. Everyone was stunned. And
I kept hearing people call for investigations, pointing fingers at the
space program and demanding the
truth. Some said they knew they
would never go up in a shuttle. All
wanted an explanation. As if an explanation would make any difference.
Nothing can explain the loss of
human life. No justification can cornpletely resolve one's questions. The
crew members probably would not
want all the sadness nor the questions. They were explorers who made
a choice and followed it through.
Although the destination they sought
was never found, they started the
journey.
My dreams of space travel are no
dimmer because of this tragedy.
Possibly my anticipation has been
stilled for a time. It is only a temporary pause as I reflect on the loss
we all share. Beneath my calm is an
excitement. I still want to ride in
space and see strange sights. Maybe
it is a foolish desire-I can't be certain.
The death of seven has not brought
fear or hesitation, only admiration.
They took a risk, and met disaster. To
many it seems their failure is more important than anything else.
For myself I see only their personal
success in taking a risk few people
have the courage to attempt. And
one, an average citizen, brought me
closer to the stars than I've ever been.

(Grant is the UPS Media Advisor)
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Crimes on Campus

Crime never takes a vacation
12/16/85 3:00pm A student's vehicle was broken into at North 18th and Puget
Sound during daylight hours. The car stereo was taken.
12/16/85 5:14pm A student's vehicle was damaged in the Todd parking lot.
12/17/85 10:30am A student's unattended wallet was taken from an unlocked
MOM.

12/17/85 11:00am A student's unattended wallet was taken from an unlocked
MOM.

12/18/85 12:40pm A window was broken on Howarth Hall.
12/18/85 10:13pm A student's vehicle was broken into in the Fieldhouse parking lot and a purse was taken.
12/19/85 1:19am A student tampered with a breaker panel in a Residence
Hall.
12/19/85
3:57am The large "Union Avenue University of Puget Sound"
freeway sign was found at the Fieldhouse with a note attached to it that read,
"This is how we relieve stress from finals."
12/20/85 3:30am Four non-student males were removed from Baker Stadium
after they became abusive to Security personnel.
12/21/85 1:28pm A University Residence was illegally entered.
12/21/85 8:15pm Security discovered a cut bike chain in the Smith/University
breezeway. No one has yet reported a stolen bike. If you have information
regarding this incident or had your bike stolen, call Bruce Sadler at x3311.
12/22/85
2:24am Unknown vandal(s) drove on University lawns causing
damage.
12/24/85 101 5am
A fire extinguisher was recovered from behind the
Fieldhouse.
12/24/85 10:16am Items from a previous theft from vehicle were recovered
from behind the Fieldhouse.
12/27/85 10:30am Harrington Hall was illegally entered.
12/27/85 4:09pm A mechanical failure caused a small smokey fire in the
F ield house.

Forum

01/01/86 11:04pm A University Residence was illegally entered.
01/14/86 3:04am A student was caught trespassing in a University Residence.
01/14/86 5:31am A window was broken out on an Administrative house.
01/15/86 12:09am A stop sign and a pole were taken from North 13th and
Warner.
01/16/86 6:16pm Two students were caught trying to enter a University
Residence illegally.
01/16/86 10:15am Three security lights were broken on a fraternity house.
01/17/86 9:30am A student was caught trespassing in a Residence Hall.
01/17/86
7:20pm The panic hardware was ripped off of a door at the
Fieldhouse.
01/18/86 12:41am A University Residence was illegally entered.
01/20/86 3:39am Fraternity members caused lawn damage to the lawn around
their house.
01/20/86 11:00am A window on a University Residence was broken.
01/20/86 11:15am A student reported that a purse was taken from an unlocked
vehicle. The purse was recovered.
01/21/86 6:07am A Fraternity mascot was vandalized with paint.
01/21/86 9:00am A sink was purposely clogged in a Residence Hall with the
water left running. The basement of the Hall was damaged
01/22/86 2:00am Suspects ignited fireworks inside a Sorority house.
01/22/86 2:36am A suspect attempted to take a moped from Seward parking
lot. The moped was damaged in the process.
01/22/86 3:00pm A motorcycle was taken from a University Residence during
the night.
01/23/86 3:15pm A non-student was trespassing in a Residence Hall.
01/25/86 2:48am Two students caused a disturbance outside a Residence Hall.
01/26/86 12:44am A window was broken on a door to Thompson Hall.
01/26/86 9:15pm A resident of a Residence Hall was the victim of obscene
phone calls.
If you have any information regarding any of these incidents, please contact
Bruce Sadler at 756-3311.

Much of its success will depend
upon the dual responsibility referred
to earlier. It also demands personal
motivation and initiative from all
those who choose to get involved. If
it passes, you as a student will
discover just how much student
government can do for your college
experience. But in any system, under
any circumstances, we need your input.
The liaison channel exists of you,
by you and for you. It has the potential to stimulate action, to build a
powerful voice, or even, through dual
responsibility, to make a difference
-for you.

Continued from page 9
dual responsibility between you anc
your liaison. Your responsibility is
essentially, to develop a conscious
opinion on issues that concern you
and vocalize it. It is the responsibility
of your liaison to receive and respond
to your input, to be a resource person
and to bring forth your concerns to
the Senate table, where decisions are
made.
In the near future, your current
liaison will be proposing to you a new
system, created to utilize and benefit
from the liaison channel. The ASUPS
Student Forum is a new name for an
old concept: the House of Representatives. It was designed to give more
students a chance to get dirPctly involved

Gawne is a member of the Student
Senate and has recently drafted a pro-

It is recommended that you do not walk alone after dark! Call Security (x3311)
for an escort!

Linda's Typewriter Rentals
611 SOUTH PROCTOR TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98405 -IN

Specializing in IBM Correcting Selectrics
by the day, week, or month.

Come in and use our complete typing facilities.
Including all supplies necessary to type your resume,
business letter, or whatever needs typing.
Free delivery and pick-up 627-4461

posal, with Mimi Dega, outlining the
function and make-up of the Student
Forum.

lartobilmvia•
.16•111111%)04Wal
30 Min.
Delivery

Passages
I9U

21wilto

10 Min.
Takeout

D)) 3111MMEXPRESS

Real Mexican Food is Now Just a Phone Call Away — 752-6655

ORIENTATION LEADER SELECTION

What is an Orientation Leader?
HA Sophomore. Junior, or Senior in '86 87

CALL FOR FULL MENU

Ej An Orientation assistant
HA Passages leader: backpack or base camp
transfer peer advisor

OPEN
4 pm-Mid SUN-THURS
4 pm-1 am FRI-SAT

752-6655

,All of the above

FREE HOME DELIVERY —7 DAYS A WEEK
f-

If you would like to serve as an Orientation

please attend on information/interest session

Thursday, Feb. 6 12 Noon SUB 002

These are full meals

BURRITO MEAL

Monday, Feb. 3 630 pm SUB 002

Tuesday, Feb. 4 8:00 pa. SUB 002

WARNING!

1 POUND OUTRAGEOUS

leader for Prelude & Passages'86,

IL

YOUR CHOICE OF BEEF, PORK,
CHICKEN OR GROUND BEEF
SERVED WITH HOMEMADE REFRIED BEANS
SPANISH RICE TORTILLA CHIPS HOMEMADE SALSA

PLUS A FREE PEPSI

PLUS

$5.85

PLUS

Reg
$3

PLUS

Free Chips & Salsa Free Pepsi

PLUS TAX

FOR le MORE RECEIVE A SOFT TACO DINNER

LIMITED
DELIVERY
AREA

I

Free Delivery

SPORTS
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B-Ball

Loggers tramp on Saints
By Rob Laverty
Fourteen seconds into last night's
game Wayne Deckman pumped in a
jumper from fourteen feet out and
established a lead which the Loggers
held for forty minutes to beat the
Saint Martin's Saints

"Yeah, they were getting tired,"
commented Scott Reid Reid seized
the opportunity to convert 6 for 7
shots, including the only Logger dunk
of the evening, in under 20 minutes
Six of those points came in the last 2
minutes of the game, furthe,'

demoralizing the alread whipped St.
Martin's team.
The Puget Sound win boosts the
team record to 13-7 and can only help
their District 1 standings. Currently
the Loggers are ranked fourth among
Northwest Small Colleges.

Deckman, a 6'4 senior forward, accounted for twenty-five percent of
the Loggers total scoring in their
80-57 win over the Saint s with a total
of 20 points During the second halt
Deckman enjoyed a two minute
stretch during which he was the only
player on the floor to score He took
the opportunity to convert 4 for 4, including a twenty foot jumper, which
boosted the Loggers' lead from 7 to
15
David Watkins, a 6'9 senior forward, played a solid game by grabbing eight rebounds, to lead the Log-

David Watkins shooting a free
throw in the Logger basketball
game last night against Saint Martin's Saints. UPS played well as a
team and achieved a significant
victory. The final score was 80-57.

gers in that category, and adding 14
points to the team total. Watkins
helped direct the defense under the
hoop, lending his experience to help
wear down the Saints.

Dirk Lance shows off his defensive skills last night in the game against Saint
Martin's Saints.

photos by Mignon Coughlin

Hombach leads football academics

Brain and Brawn create winning combo
By Melissa Marquess
Two year football team captain
David Hombach joined the ranks of
the graduated this winter. He leaves
Puget Sound with a multitude of

honors, the most recent being
selected for the NAIA Division 1
Academic All-American Football
team.

"The fact that I was active in
athletics and fairly competent in
academics set well with the different
people I interviewed with," said Hornbach. "It shows that you're a competitor."
"This honor is probably more impressive than any All-American
team," said head football coach Ross
Hjelseth. "This honor means that

David is

in the

an All-American

classroom as well as on the field
Young people being successful in all
aspects of their lives is the ultimate of
what college athletics is all about."
"Our success in the classroom fits
well into our philosophy of developing total people, academically,
socially, and as athletes," said
Hjelseth.
The first semester's grades showed
that the rest of the football team also
excelled in the classroom The

cumulative grade Point av , !rage for
the team was 2 79
Other outstanding individuals in
academics include starting quarterback Steve Burrato who achieved a
4.0 average in Chemistry and Math,
junior offensive lineman Charlie
Huber who earned a 3.67, sophomore
defensive back Tim Martin who also
earned a 3.67, and freshman running
back Dan Gregory who achieved a
3.48.

SCHEDULE
Women's Swimming
Saturday, February 1 UPS vs Simon Fraser HOME1 :00 pm

Men's Swimming
Saturday, February 1 UPS at Idaho away 7:00 pm

Women's Basketball
Friday,

January

31

UPS

vs.

Simon

Fraser

HOME

7:00pm.

Logger Graduate David Hombach. number 72, celebrates when UPS recovers a
iumuie.
Hombach graduated with a grade
point average of 3.82 in Economics
and Finance. Football recognitions
include being second team selection
on the Columbia Football League
Northern Division All-Star squad as
well as an honorable mention pick on
the Little All-Northwest Team.
His record on and off the field
helped Hombach obtain a job as
credit analyst for the commercial
loan department of the Bank of
Denver. He starts work this coming
Monday.

Men's Basketball
Saturday, February 1 UPS at Seattle Pacific away 7:30 pm.
Wednesday, February 5 UPS vs. Seattle University HOME 7:30 pm.

MINI Skiing
Friday, January 31 UPS hosted by University of Washington at Snoqualmie.

Just a reminder...
Logger Luncheons are still going strong and are open to all. Every Tuesday at noon athletes, coaches, and alumni gather in room 2 in the basement
of the SUB. So pack your lunch tray down the stairs and get caught up with
the Loggers!

▪
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M/W Swimming

Men's Basketball
The Loggers split games with Eastern Montana College over the weekend,
handing EMC their first home defeat in 25 games. Unfortunately for the
Loggers the victory came during the non-counting Great Northwestern Conference game. UPS stands at 12-7 overall and 1-2 in the GNC. The Loggers
dropped the GNC counter on Friday night by a 66-55 margin. DIRK LANCE
provided the bulk of the Logger offense hitting on 12 of 19 shots from the
floor and 1 of 1 from the line for 25 points. WAYNE DEtKMAN was the only Logger in double figures with 14. Things brightened considerably for UPS
on Saturday night as they jumped out to a 10-2 lead over the defending conference champion Yellowjackets. However, the Loggers' early lead didn't
last as UPS trailed by nine points at the six minute mark of the game before
outscoring EMC 17-4 in the fir al minutes. DECKMAN provided outside
scoring as he contributed 16, JAY BRE ■A ER and DAVID WATKINS did the
inside work with 15 and 12 points respe( tively.

Last week, after facing a strong Division I University of Utah team on Friday night, the Loggers used the experience to help them down the University of British Columbia 54-41. The Loggers, who captured the meet in the last
event of the day, had a good team performance for the victory. DAVID
HAYNES was a winner in the 200 freestyle (1:57.53),100 freestyle (53.32) and
was a member of the 400 freestyle relay team that won in 3:36.88. Haynes's
mark in the 100 free was also a new meet record in that event. Other
members of the winning relay team included Daryl Ehrenheim, Bill Schrader
and Rick Watson. Watson also captured the individual 50 freestyle in a
time of 25.20. The 400 meter medley relay team of Ted Bibbes, Terrell Cot
terrell, John Winkler and Schrader were also winners in a time of 4:04.82.
The UPS women dropped their single meet of the weekend to UBC by a
70-25 margin but a number of individuals turned in good performances.
SARAH RUDOLPH continued on her record-setting ways with three victories in the meet. Rudolph captured the 800 freestyle (9:23.25), 200 butterfly (2:27.96) and the 400 freestyle (4:39.85). Rudolph's 800 meter freestyle
showing was a new meet record.

Skiing
The 1986 Logger ski team competed last weekend at White Pass Race and
Roll Meet. The eight-team event found the UPS men taking second place
and the Logger women finishing fourth. The Loggers had two individuals
qualify for regional competition with their performances in the meet.
Dagmar Hienzsch finished 5th in the women's slalom to qualify while Will
Herndon turned in a 3rd place showing in the men's slalom to automatically
qualify for the meet on February 12th at Whistler Mountain. In the women's
giant slalom Hienzsch came in 9th with Alby Deam and Carrie Wilson of
UPS finishing 10th and 18th respectively. Other top Logger performers for
the men included Steve Quinn (8th in GS) and Chris Simpson (9th in GS). In
nordic action the women's 3x5 relay team of Laurie Ann Johnson, Kathy
Marontate and Nancy Black finished in 5th place while the men's 3x5 turned
in a 6th place showing with the team of Peter Grey, Alan DeHarpport and
John Gebhards.
Mignon Coughlin

Volti#7,„

OUR DOUGH
PIZZA
TOPS 'EM ALL
MADE FRESH DAILY
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE RECIPE
100% REAL CHEESE
13 GREAT TASTING TOPPINGS
FREE DELIVERY, FRIENDLY SERVICE
GIVE YOURSELF A TREAT,
EXPERIENCE A BREWERY CITY PIZZA
TODAY

752-6000
$ 1 OFF

-

14" BREWIvIASTER
(Onions, Canadian Bacon, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Black olives, Sausage)

AND TWO SODAS FOR JUST

ANY 14"

$ 9 99

OR

16" PIZZA
tAk.
NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER vcrEno

r Po■

EXPIRES 2 /28/86

V AL UE I/L A CENT

r

$ 2 OFF
A 16"PIZZA WITH
3 OR MORE TOPPINGS
PLUS TWO FREE SODAS
tRy,c.

NOT VALID VVITH
A AIN/ CN-rur CNCL-C n c
FtJNI L1r1cJ,- rcI

EXPIRES 2/28/86
V ALUE I / LA ,,Ar

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFERS

.

el

EXPIRES 2/28/86
•
VA LUE 1/ ZU CENT
r • • yr •

